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Abstract
Detecting fights from still images shared on social media
is an important task required to limit the distribution of violent scenes in order to prevent their negative effects. For
this reason, in this study, we address the problem of fight
detection from still images collected from the web and social media. We explore how well one can detect fights from
just a single still image. We also propose a new dataset,
named Social Media Fight Images (SMFI), comprising realworld images of fight actions. Results of the extensive experiments on the proposed dataset show that fight actions can
be recognized successfully from still images. That is, even
without exploiting the temporal information, it is possible
to detect fights with high accuracy by utilizing appearance
only. We also perform cross-dataset experiments to evaluate the representation capacity of the collected dataset.
These experiments indicate that, as in the other computer
vision problems, there exists a dataset bias for the fight
recognition problem. Although the methods achieve close
to 100% accuracy when trained and tested on the same
fight dataset, the cross-dataset accuracies are significantly
lower, i.e., around 70% when more representative datasets
are used for training. SMFI dataset is found to be one of
the two most representative datasets among the utilized five
fight datasets.

1. Introduction
With the rapid increase in social media usage, it is inevitable to face off the negative effects of certain types of
content shared on these platforms, including but not limited to violent scenes, crime scenes, fight scenes, and scenes
with dismembered body parts, among others. Such content
in the form of images and videos, especially for the younger
users, can be inconvenient and harmful. Governments and
live stream broadcasters look for ways to detect violent con-

tent before shared publicly on TV channels and other digital and print media. This work targets the detection of fight
scenes from social media platforms, in particular, Twitter.
Prior solutions for fight detection mostly utilize temporal information from video sequences. However, benefiting from
temporal information is not possible to recognize fight actions in still images which are abundant on social media.
Thus, the previous approaches cannot be directly adapted
for the given task.
Existing fight recognition datasets offer limited context
such as crowd violence [14], ice hockey games [24], movies
[24, 7], or CCTV recordings [2, 26, 5] and are not useful
to detect fight scenes in the wild, i.e., social media. To
overcome this limitation, we collect a diverse dataset from
social media, named Social Media Fight Images (SMFI),
which comprises real-world fight scenes shared by the public using their mobile devices. The shots considered as
fight scenes are those in which two or more people are using their bodies or objects with an intention to harm each
other physically. Other human interactions such as hugging, falling, throwing an object, e.g., ball, are considered
as non-violent scenes and included in the non-fight class as
hard negative samples. This helps to prevent the classification from being biased by other characteristics of images
such as background or motion blur. In addition, our data
collection rely on keywords in multiple languages allowing
to collect images from all around the world. Hence, the
fight images in SMFI dataset are closer to real-world scenarios and vary along various dimensions such as gender,
race, skin color, fight place, etc. The final dataset, including both fight and non-fight images and video frames from
Twitter and Google, consists of a total of 5,691 samples.
The dataset is available on GitHub.1
Next, various image classification networks are finetuned on the newly created dataset for a binary classification
task between fight and non-fight classes. The classification
1 https://github.com/sayibet/SMFI
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is exclusively based on the images and their labels, instead
of other inputs such as human detection, pose estimation, or
object detection results. Considering the nature of fight actions, ambiguous scene characteristics already make it impossible to extract pose or human information from the image using pre-trained networks. Similarly, detecting objects
in the scene does not help with fight action recognition since
the action itself is not related to certain objects.
Fight recognition on images can also be applied on
video-based datasets as a frame-based classification approach. This enables us to conduct comparative experiments and assess the contribution of temporal information
for learning a representation of fight actions on video sequences using the public fight datasets [14, 24]. We observe that these datasets are likely to be simpler datasets
where classification of videos is possible even using a random frame extracted from each video. To this end, the proposed SMFI dataset is compared with the publicly available
video fight datasets in terms of their generalization abilities
through cross-dataset experiments.
The main contributions of the study can be summarized
as follows:
• We present the Social Media Fight Images (SMFI)
dataset that contains a diverse range of fight scenes
captured in the wild.
• We show that the fight actions can be detected successfully from still images. We are able to reach 95% accuracy on the collected in-the-wild dataset.
• Through cross-dataset experiments, we show that the
dataset bias issue exists also for fight recognition problem. The results also indicate that SMFI dataset is one
of the two most representative datasets among the utilized five fight datasets.
In the remainder of the paper, we review and discuss the
related work in Section 2, describe our methodology in Section 3, present details of the proposed dataset in Section 4,
explain the experimental setup, share and analyze the results
in Section 5, and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work
Previous works can be grouped under two subsections
as violence and fight detection and action recognition from
still images.

2.1. Violence and fight detection
The violence and fight detection problem is tackled in
many aspects, and datasets for various use cases are created and published such as sports games and movies [24],
crowd violence [14], surveillance cameras [32, 2, 26, 5].
However, all of these datasets are created mainly for detecting anomalies, violence, or specifically fights, in video

sequences. Hence, the previous methods mostly make use
of the temporal information in videos. These works adapt
existing action recognition methods for violence detection,
such as 3D convolutional neural networks for violence detection [8, 33, 20, 1], recognize violent acts by sequence
learning with recurrent neural networks [31, 13, 10, 34],
learn low-level features for violence detection [24, 11, 43],
or even combine visual and audio features in a multi-modal
fashion [36].
There are a few works addressing violence detection on
social media using visual features, as well. In [27], authors
recognized the videos with violent content by the acceleration information between consecutive frames. Besides, a
multi-modal system was presented in [4] where both image
and text of the social media posts were processed in order to
detect gang violence on social media. Concerning the violence detection in still images, [35] proposed a new dataset
collecting the violence images with keywords such as violence, horror, fight, explosion, blood, gunfire, and classified
violence and non-violence images using bag-of-words. Different than this work, we focus primarily on fight scenarios
to learn a more specific representation. Besides, our SMFI
dataset is larger than the dataset proposed in [35] which has
500 violence and 1500 non-violence samples.

2.2. Action recognition from still images
Aforementioned violence detection methods are generally applied on video samples. However, the introduced
problem aims to recognize fight scenes from single images
without using any temporal information, which falls under
the area of action recognition from still images.
The earlier works in this field predominantly utilize
pose-oriented or context-based approaches. [16] used handcrafted pose features extracted from human performing the
act. Similarly [23] and [28] employed a pose estimation
network to learn actions from poses. Color information on
images were also used for action recognition as proposed in
[19]. Assuming that there is a strong relation between the
objects in the scene and the performed action, human-object
interactions were exploited in [6]. Besides, the context of
the scene such as objects or the environment around the performer was seen as an informative clue and used by [12].
Person detector [12] or human part detector [29] networks
were also attached to the pipelines in order to keep the focus on the target human in the scene and the performer’s
pose. Most of these works require additional input such
as human bounding boxes, object annotations, etc. rather
than using the image-level action labels as is. Therefore, in
[41], authors proposed a system that recognized the actions
solely based on the image labels without any additional annotations by predicting the human-object interactions during the training. Similarly, in [21], human-mask loss was
proposed which directed the activation on feature maps to
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the person in action automatically. Context information was
also extracted using region proposals and pyramid networks
as stated in [39]. [40] used ensemble deep neural networks
to learn actions from images. [3] detected the salient areas
on images and then used multi-attention networks to recognize actions with the help of salient points. [37] proposed
two modules for capturing human-object and scene-object
relations on action images.
Nevertheless, for the case of fight recognition in the wild,
it is not convenient to get an additional clue from surrounding objects or the context of the scene. Besides, because
fighting is an abnormal activity, poses of the people cannot
be properly extracted from a single image or person detection does not perform well due to unusual poses and occlusions. Having a similar perspective, in [22] CNN models
were fine-tuned to recognize actions from web images and
an extensive experimental analysis is conducted on the ability of CNNs to recognize actions from still images with no
additional input.

3. Methodology
The task of fight detection from social media images is
a binary classification problem, where the scenes including
fight actions should be discriminated from non-fight scenes.
For image-based classification, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been widely used and their ability for
image classification is already proven. Recently, Vision
Transformer (ViT) [9] has drawn interest with a promising
performance on visual tasks. Hence, we also evaluated the
performance of ViT on fight recognition from still images
problem. Using ViT, we benefited from the self-attention
mechanism for learning the alignment between different regions of an image. For our case, learning this alignment
gives valuable information regarding the relevant positions
of people and their body parts, which is significant for fight
recognition. In addition, it is shown in [25] that ViT is robust to blurry images which is a common case for the fight
images due to motion.
Specifically, ViT segments the images into patches and
extracts the patch + position embeddings where the position
indicates the location of the patch on the original image.
Then these vectors are fed into a transformer autoencoder
together with an extra class token. At the output of the transformer autoencoder, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) takes
the class token as the input and predicts the class of given
sample. The network is initialized with pre-trained weights
and the MLP layer is replaced with a two-class output MLP
layer for training it on fight recognition task.
ViT is released with various versions in terms of the size
of patches (16×16, 32×32) and the depth of the transformer
autoencoder (Base, Large, Huge). For fight recognition,
Large ViT with 16×16 patch size is employed which is deep
enough to generalize to the task at hand and computation-

ally less expensive than the Huge ViT. Furthermore, choosing a patch size of 16×16 enables the network to capture
more fine-grained regions and this helps to analyze the images where the fighting people occupy a relatively smaller
area within the overall image.

4. Dataset
The proposed Social Media Fight Images (SMFI) dataset
consists of various sample images and video frames collected from Twitter, Google, and NTU CCTV-Fights
Dataset [26]. The NTU CCTV-Fights Dataset both includes
surveillance camera recordings and mobile camera recordings of fight scenarios. Given that the main objective is to
recognize fight scenarios on social media content, we retrieved the video frames from NTU CCTV-Fights Dataset
recorded with mobile cameras which are likely to be shared
on social media. For the remaining part of the dataset, possible tags and keywords related to fight scenarios in multiple languages are used for crawling images and videos from
Twitter and Google.

Figure 1. Distribution of the samples across sources where inner
circle indicates the overall distribution across sources and outer
circle displays the percentages of classes for each type of source.
Overall class percentages are 48.1% for fight class and 51.9% for
non-fight class.

Twitter data constitutes the largest part of the dataset
with 86% as it can be seen from Figure 1. The media from
Twitter have been collected gradually and at each step, gathered media items labeled as fight and non-fight. As a massive amount of the collected media is unrelated to the fight
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Twitter

Google

CCTV [26]

Total

5. Experiments and Results

Fight
Non-fight

2247
2642

162
146

330
164

2739
2952

Total

4889

308

494

5691

We performed extensive experiments on multiple
datasets including the proposed SMFI dataset. We mainly
investigated four research problems: (1) How well can one
perform fight recognition from still images in the wild? (2)
As the available data on social media changes over time,
how does this affect the performance of the trained model?
(3) Can a model trained on still images be used for fight
recognition on videos? (4) How well do the trained models
generalize across different fight datasets?

Table 1. Number of fight and non-fight samples across different
sources in the SMFI dataset.

scenarios, the non-fight samples also chosen from this part
of the collection. After the first batch of images and video
frames are labeled manually, an initial classification model
is trained on the first batch. Then, this model is employed to
assign weak labels for the next batch, which were still manually verified and corrected if necessary, making the overall
labeling task easier.
Several keywords were used for searching fight scenarios
on Twitter as fight, school fight, street fight, fighting people,
among others. We used the publicly available AIDR system for data collection on Twitter [17]. Furthermore, we
also considered that the social media updates are mostly regional and the keywords also depend on the language of the
user. Consequently, the set of search keywords are extended
including multiple languages as French, Chinese, Russian,
Arabic, Spanish, Hindi, Turkish and such. Searching keywords in different languages provided us a more diverse set
of images displaying fight actions with various individuals from all around the world so that the model would not
be biased towards any particular race or geographic region.
Additionally, fight positions (i.e., kicking, wrestling on the
ground, punching) of the individuals and number of individuals on the scene vary across the samples.
As the proposed SMFI dataset is an in-the-wild dataset
which comprises recordings of fight moments in real world
and the recognition domain is social media content, the nonfight samples of the dataset are also collected from Twitter.
There are different types of non-fight instances as easy, normal, and hard samples. Easy samples are the images that
are totally unrelated to the real world such as screenshots,
memes, and similar content that are likely to be shared on
social media. Normal samples are selfies, real world photographs without people in them or with people standing
still. Hard samples are such images or video frames where
the people in the scene are mostly the samples which were
misinterpreted by the initial model. The sport videos with
players running or throwing ball, dancing people, some
other crowded scenes, and blurry images can be categorized under hard samples. As many as possible hard samples are included in the dataset so that the classification will
be solely based on the action displayed on the images instead of any other characteristics such as number of people
in the scene or motion blur. The number of samples in the
SMFI dataset is given in Table 1.

5.1. Fight recognition on social media images
Fight recognition on still images using the proposed
SMFI dataset is investigated in this section. For comparison, various image classification networks, such as VGG-16
[30], ResNet-50 [15], ResNeXt-50 [38], and ViT [9] were
employed as these networks cover the essential concepts of
image classification task. We measured the performances
of the networks using 10-fold cross-validation rather than
using a fixed test set. Considering that the samples from
the test set might be removed in time, reporting results on a
fixed test set would hamper the reproducibility of the experimental evaluations. Instead, 10-fold cross-validation could
better represent the overall results.
All networks were trained for 20 epochs, and the implementation details for the employed classification networks
are as follows:
VGG-16: Cross-entropy loss with Adam optimizer was
used. Weight decay was 1e-3 and learning rate was 5e-4
for the pre-trained layers and 1e-3 for the final classification layer. First three layers were frozen.
ResNet-50 and ResNeXt-50: Cross-entropy loss with
Adam optimizer was used. Weight decay was 1e-3 and
learning rate was 5e-4 for the pre-trained layers and 1e-2 for
the final classification layer. First five layers were frozen.
ViT-Large-16: Cross-entropy loss with SGD optimizer was
used. Weight decay was 1e-2 and learning rate was 3e-3.

5.1.1

Results

Images in the proposed SMFI dataset were used in the 10fold cross-validation experiments and resulting average accuracies are reported in Table 2. The results suggest that
ViT is superior to other networks for this task by surpassing
their validation accuracies with a large gap. This observation demonstrates the generalization ability of ViT as the
effect of the overfitting is much less than the other networks
which are heavily overfitting. Qualitatively, ViT successfully learns about the fight action by attending the correct
regions of the image as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Architecture
VGG-16
ResNet50
ResNext50
ViT Large 16

Train

Validation

96.3%
100%
100%
96.3%

83.0%
87.7%
88.3%
95.5%

Table 2. 10-fold cross-validation results of image classification
networks on proposed SMFI dataset. ViT outperforms other network in terms of both validation accuracy and less overfit.

the users themselves. The removal speed of the violent content is relatively higher due to the sensitivity of the subject matter. Eventually, it is unfeasible to retrieve the entire
dataset completely as time passes and the number of samples that can be accessed through the shared links is likely
to decrease. Therefore, aside from the experiments that uses
the whole dataset, we also aimed to observe the effect of removal of data on the performance of the trained model. To
that end, the dataset is split into training, validation, and test
sets as 70%, 20%, and 10%, respectively. Five experiments
were held on five partitions of the dataset as using 40%,
50%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of all training and validation
samples while the test set is kept constant for comparability of the results. The removed samples were chosen randomly in order to maintain a consistent distribution across
different splits. This experimental setup aimed at simulating the dataset size at different timestamps and investigated
the change in the performance of the model with respect to
dataset size.
5.2.1

Results

As the surpassing model of the previous section, only ViT
is evaluated in this experiment, and the results in Table 3
indicate that the trained ViT model is robust to variations
in dataset size. Specifically, when all the samples in the
dataset contributed to the learning, the model achieved 95%
accuracy on the test split. Considering the training and validation accuracies for the same setup, it can be seen that the
model generalized well and showed a decent performance
on a relatively hard task. Furthermore, regarding the data
loss due to deleted media on social media platforms, even
when 60% of the dataset was lost, the model reached results
on par with the ideal case (i.e., using the entire dataset). Besides, the effect of data size on overfitting can be observed
as the gap between training and validation accuracies decreases as there are more data.
Partition

Train

Validation

Test

100%
80%
60%
50%
40%

95%
95%
96%
98%
98%

92%
92%
91%
92%
90%

95%
94%
94.2%
94.2%
94.2%

Figure 2. Visual attention maps of some fight samples from the
SMFI dataset. Maps are extracted from ViT and the model can
successfully highlight the salient areas.

Table 3. Performance of ViT with respect to use of different
amount of development data.

5.2. Effect of varying dataset size on the model

5.3. Single frame fight recognition on video datasets

As we observed during the dataset collection process described in Section 4, the violent content shared on social
media platforms is gradually deleted by the authorities or

As mentioned before, fight recognition has been studied
on video data in general and several benchmark datasets are
available including Hockey, Movie, Crowd Violence and
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Hockey Fight

Movie Fight

Crowd Violence

Surveillance Fight

Spatiotemporal Encoder [13]
ConvLSTM [31]
Flow Gated Network [5]
FightNet [42]
3D CNN [33]
CNN + Bi-LSTM + attention [2]
Kang et al. [18]

96.5%
97.1%
98%
97%
96%
98%
99.6%

100%
100%
100%
100%
99.9%
100%
100%

92.1%
94.5%
88.8%
98%
98%

72%
92%

ViT (frame-based)
ResNet50 (frame-based)

98%
99%

100%
99.5%

98%
97%

84.6%
76.6%

Table 4. Results on video fight datasets. Bold ones are obtained without using temporal information. One frame is chosen randomly from
each sample and these frames are classified using respective image classification networks.

Surveillance Fight datasets. The methods applied on these
datasets are also video-based approaches that utilize temporal information. In order to get an insight regarding the
capacity of still-image-based recognition of fight actions, a
comparative experiment has been held on four video fight
datasets.
Hockey Fight Dataset [24] contains 1000 videos in total as 500 of them are fight and 500 of them are non-fight
samples. The videos are 1-2 seconds long cuts from hockey
game recordings where players are fighting or just playing
the game.
Movie Dataset [24] contains 200 videos in total where
100 of them are fight samples and 100 of them are non-fight
samples. Fight samples are collected from sports games
(e.g., soccer, boxing etc.) and some Hollywood movies.
Non-fight samples include casual events such as walking,
waving hands and more. Videos are 1-2 seconds long.
Violent Flows Dataset [14] is more focused on the
crowd violence where high number of performers are involved in the violent act. The dataset consists of 246 samples as 123 of them are fight and 123 of them are non-fight
samples. Dataset is collected from real-world scenarios
such as violent actions on football games, group fighting on
street etc. Duration of the videos vary between 1-6 seconds.
Surveillance Fight Dataset [2] includes CCTV recordings of fight and non-fight occasions collected from
YouTube. 300 samples are included in the dataset where
150 of them are fight and 150 of them are non-fight videos.
Video sequences are 1-3 seconds long.
For the single frame experiments, one frame was sampled randomly from each video in the dataset and frames
were labeled as the label of the video. Two image classification networks are tested on this task as ResNet-50 [15]
and ViT [9]. The implementation details are given below.
ResNet-50: ImageNet pre-trained network was used where
the first five layers were frozen. Learning rate and weight
decay were set to 1e-3 and cross-entropy loss with Adam
optimizer was used.

ViT-Large-16: Large Vision Transformer with 16×16
patch size. Cross-entropy loss with SGD optimizer was
used. Weight decay was 1e-2 and learning rate was 3e-3.
Classification accuracies were measured with 5-fold
cross-validation following the common approach in the literature.
5.3.1

Results

Considering the results displayed at Table 4, even if only a
single frame was used for classification of videos along with
a basic CNN network, it is possible to achieve comparable or sometimes even better performance than the methods
that use temporal information. One of the reasons for this
result is the inter-class distribution difference between the
fight and non-fight classes. Figures 3 and 4 show an overall
visual comparison between classes of Hockey and Movie
Fight datasets, respectively. For the Hockey Fight Dataset,
the recording style differs across the classes as non-fight
occasions were recorded from a distance but when players
got in a fight, the camera zoomed in. Similarly for Movie
Fight Dataset, the non-fight samples were collected within
somewhat controlled environment and the distribution was
not the same with the fight occasions collected from movies
and sports games. Even the color scale looks discriminative between classes. The mentioned characteristics of these
datasets explain why we were able to obtain nearly perfect
accuracies without using temporal features at all.
For the Surveillance Fight dataset, even if the image classification networks perform better than CNN + Bi-LSTM +
attention model, temporal information can still contribute a
lot as the proposed solution by [18] outperforms other methods. Kang et al. [18] proposed two modules for each spatial and temporal attention, which highlight the informative
regions in both dimensions. Getting better results with addition of temporal attention indicates that the Surveillance
Fight is a relatively harder dataset which may not be classified as successfully by only using spatial information.
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Figure 3. Fight class (top) and non-fight class (bottom) frames
from Hockey Fight Dataset.

Figure 4. Fight class (top) and non-fight class (bottom) frames
from Movie Fight Dataset.

5.4. Cross-dataset Experiments

5.4.1

Cross-dataset experiments were conducted in order to
have an insight regarding the trained models’ generalizability. For the Hockey, Movie, Crowd Violence, and Surveillance datasets, one frame for each video was used as the
testing set. As trained model for video datasets, ResNet50 model was used for Hockey, Movie and Crowd Violence
datasets, and ViT model was used for Surveillance Fight
dataset since these models yielded better results at crossdataset experiments. When testing the models on the proposed SMFI dataset, all available samples within the dataset
is used. ViT architecture is used to train a model for SMFI
dataset with 10-fold cross-validation.

Results given in Table 5 indicate that the model trained
on the proposed SMFI dataset is able to generalize better than the other three frame-based models trained on
video datasets. This explicitly shows that the SMFI dataset
spans a wide range of real-world fight recognition scenarios and generalizes well for the problem at hand. Relatively
lower accuracies for video-based datasets might mean that
the frames extracted from these datasets (Hockey, Movie,
Crowd Violence) fail to represent the real-world fight scenarios extensively. It is worth to note that the generalization
of Surveillance Fight is also impressive as its average score
slightly surpasses the average score of the SMFI dataset.
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Results

Training

Testing

Hockey Fight
Movie Fight
Crowd Violence
Surveillance Fight
SMFI

Hockey Fight

Movie Fight

Crowd Violence

Surveillance Fight

SMFI

Average

60.7%
50.3%
77.5%
70.6%

66.5%
32.0%
69.0%
74.1%

56.5%
60.0%
81.4%
76.7%

62.6%
54.0%
54.3%
67.3%

57.2%
52.2%
56.8%
69.4%
-

60.7%
56.7%
48.3%
74.3%
72.2%

Table 5. Cross-dataset experiment results on video-based fight recognition datasets and proposed SMFI dataset. Rows indicate the training
dataset and columns indicate the testing dataset.

6. Conclusion
Given the fact that fight recognition is an action recognition problem, existence of temporal information is accepted as an essential part of the previously proposed solutions. However, temporal information is not available
all the time and lots of violent media content are shared
in image form in social media. This brings the necessity
of recognizing fight actions from still images. Nonetheless, the datasets concerning the fight recognition problem
are all video-based with limited context and variety. Consequently, we proposed a new dataset named Social Media Fight Images (SMFI) where the samples are collected
from social media and mobile camera recordings. Instead
of using fight scenarios demonstrated in controlled environments, the real-world spontaneous fight actions are chosen
with the intention of having an in-the-wild dataset. We have
shown that images containing fight and non-fight actions
can be differentiated with a high accuracy even just using
still images. Besides, the effect of the removal of data is
simulated as well, since the dataset size may not be consistent over time due to deleted social media images. The
experimental results indicated that the trained model is robust to changes in the dataset size and can produce stable
results even when 60% of the dataset is absent.
Further experiments on video-based fight recognition
datasets show that the classification of these datasets can be
done successfully using only spatial information from the
randomly chosen frames. In addition, the models trained
on the proposed dataset and on the video-based datasets
are compared via cross-dataset experiments. The results
pointed out that the proposed dataset is one of the two most
representative datasets among the utilized fight datasets,
leading to higher accuracies on unseen datasets.
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